Parrotree
Tripods walking out, paper, tree, feltpen, inkjet prints

Parrotree (portrait)
printed berry photos scrunched up and cast onto tree, inkjet print

Parrotree (original and copy in conversation)
printed photos cast onto tree with wood, branches, grass etc
PARROTTREE

Whenever people point at me say look at him, I look at him, integrated as I am now I even look like him.

my nest is a speech bubble built for real

built for bigger than real, whatever I make it make it double.

from the berry tree
I take a few three berries, grow them up, scratch them up or tear them up and cast them up, up into the tree and in its branches whatever the tree holds up that's my face, hey, what a face he makes! I want to look it up what the same in french is.

A whole tripod crowd on its way out is passing by my installation. trapped in animation they took but variation

from the tripod tree
I take a few three pictures, scratch them up or tear them up and cast them up up into the tree again.

whatever the tripod holds up that's what he'll say hey, what he may say...

"this is a sound
this is the same sound produced by a parrot heip look at him" I look at him this is the same parrot produced by a sound

cast it up, up into the branches what the same in french is?

carnassaire

a 3d photography

a parrotterie

a berry machine

a green phantasy vocabulary

a parrotree